Acetylated isomers co-elute from reverse-phase column and produce composite MS/MS spectra upon fragmentation. A) LC-MS trace of a mixture of sixteen H4 peptides, and extracted ion chromatograms of co-eluting four mono-, six di-and four tri-acetylated isomers of peptide 4-GKGGKGLGKGGAKR-17 (top to bottom panels). B) Mixed MS/MS spectra of four mono-, six di-and four tri-acetylated isomers (from top to bottom panel).
: Synthetic H4 peptide standard dilutions. Standard curves for seven dilutions of mixtures of H4 (A) mono-, (B) di-, and (C) tri-acetylated peptides with peptide amounts ranging from 5 to 320 fmol were prepared. Two peptides from the mono-or tri-acetylated group and three peptides from the di-acetylated group were added to the mixture at fixed amount of 80 fmol. K5-8-12-16pr 438525.03 + 2090 21069549.87 + 178000 K5ac\K8-12-16pr 0.00E+00 21208.89 + 3630 K8ac\K5-12-16pr 0.00E+00 357774.80 + 39300 K12ac\K5-8-16pr 1744.11 + 2470 2410070.69 + 145000 K16ac\K5-8-12pr 24985.21 + 35300 21740122.97 + 1810000 K5-8ac\K12-16pr 0.00E+00 31596.76 + 2540 K5-12ac\K8-16pr 0.00E+00 347870.13 + 25700 K5-16ac\K8-12pr 0.00E+00 1666742.07 + 389000 K8-12ac\K5-16pr 0.00E+00 815051.26 + 64900 K8-16ac\K5-12pr 0.00E+00 2629819.07 + 255000 K12-16ac\K5-8pr 0.00E+00 8159580.12 + 323000 K5-8-12ac\K16pr 488.08 + 690 254396.05 + 58200 K5-8-16ac\K12pr 976.16 2092262.66 + 58900 K5-12-16ac\K8pr 110061.69 + 18200 1909117.03 + 582000 Precursor intensity counts are converted to ions per millisecond (iMS):
For each different precursor mass in a file, a curve describing the number of ions flowing in the system at any given time is built using the computed iMS values. Linear interpolation is used to compute the area under the curve for a given time point. In particular, the number of ions that entered the CTrap and got fragmented (#ion) is estimated as the area under the curve between the beginning (rt) and the end of the scan (rt + MS2i).
These operations are made for each file (both mixed samples and synthetic peptide runs). For the synthetic peptide runs, spectrum fragment intensity counts (fi) are normalized (nfi) using the number of ions (#ion) that got fragmented.
= # ⁄

Peptide Spectrum Matching
Iso-PeptidAce uses PeptidAce peptide spectrum matching abilities (which derives from Morpheus) to automatically identify peptide sequences and modifications across synthetic peptide runs. PeptidAce uses a no-enzyme in-silico protein digestion routine to parse the provided Fasta file for potential matches. All modifications (specified in the "Modifications.csv" user configurable Comma Separated Values file) are searched for. This automatic identification is useful to discover impurities in the peptide synthesis process.
PeptidAce matches peptides to spectrum by comparing theoretical ions (fragments a, b, c, x, y and z) within a specified ppm tolerance window. Peptide spectrum matches ( In case of discrepancy (precursor with inconsistent psm across the elution curve), psm scores of similar peptides are summed together and the best peptide is associated to the precursor. Ambiguous spectra assigned to different peptides are discarded.
Describing the system as a Maximum Flow problem
The network flow was built from mixed spectra and spectra acquired from peptide isomers. The objective, finding the maximum flow of the system, is stated as such:
How many ions of peptides isomer does it take to optimally fill the mixed spectrum fragment intensity counts
For each synthetic peptide found, normalized fragment intensities (nfi) of every spectrum were averaged. The n most intense fragments were chosen for each synthetic peptide. Only fragment masses with consistent normalized intensities (standard deviation above 50% of the mean) were considered reproducible enough. Unstable fragments were flagged and ignored in following analyses. For synthetic peptides of similar masses, these n fragments were used to build a list of fragment masses ( ), both with common and unique fragment masses. The nfi of their averaged spectrum was used to associate intensities to a list of fragment masses ( , one for each potential isomer j). A similar list of intensity count ( ) is built for the mixed spectrum m of matching precursor mass. For each mixed spectrum m, the Maximum Flow is defined by the sum of that optimally fills the fragment intensity counts (were is the number of ions for the j isomer, and is the theoretical list being built):
= ∑ ( • ) and ≤ Thus, the network flow can be described as the source being connected to peptide isomers j (edges of unknown capacity) which are themselves connected to every selected fragments aMz (edge capacity determined by ) linking to the sink (edge capacity determined by ). When the maximum flow is reached, the first set of edges from the source represents the ratio of each peptide isomer found in the mixed spectrum.
